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25 Things Every Tween Needs To Know is a book of positive life tips that will help you stay on
the right track and take positive charge of your life. If a parent or caring adult bought this book for
you, take it as a sign that they care about you enough to give you some information that will help
you make smart decisions now and in the future. The book is a quick read. Each chapter is two
pages. It should take about five minutes or less to read each chapter. But, don’t be fooled by the

brevity of the chapters, because although each chapter can be read rather quickly, it’s in

applying the information that makes all the difference.So why a personal-growth book for
tweens? Simple, to provide tweens with quick and easy tips to make smart decisions and take

positive charge of their lives. Kids need as many avenues as possible to learn how to make good
decisions so that they can successfully navigate their lives. This book was designed for you and

your tween to read together. First comes the life skills tip which is essentially a one-sentence
strategy for success. Next comes the power points for parents, which are practical steps to help

you reinforce the life skills tip. Read the book with your tween. Use the life skills tips as a
springboard for talking to your tween about goals, good study habits, decision making and other
important issues.
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Books By The Author, p. 70 Author’s Note To ParentsSo what’s a tween? The term tween

derived from the word between–tweens. Tweens are youth who are not quite children, but not
quite teenagers either. In a nutshell, a tween is a youth between the ages of 9 and 12. Being a
tween is a sometimes awkward, sometimes confusing, sometimes hard to fit in stage of pre-

adolescence. It’s the age where adolescent identities are just beginning to form, fitting in with

peers is more important than it was in the early elementary school years and social pressures
are becoming more complex. It’s also the age where it is critically important to build confidence,
good decision-making skills and leadership skills, because as your tween spends more time

with his peers, he will likely find himself in situations where he will have to make his own

choices.So why a personal-growth book for tweens? Simple, to provide tweens with quick and
easy tips to make smart decisions and take positive charge of their lives. Kids need as many

avenues as possible to learn how to make good decisions so that they can successfully navigate
their lives. This book was designed for you and your tween to read together. First comes the life

skills tip which is essentially a one-sentence strategy for success. Next comes the power points
for parents, which are practical steps to help you reinforce the life skills tip. Read the book with

your tween. Use the life skills tips as a springboard for talking to your tween about goals, good

study habits, decision making and other important issues.Author’s Note To Tweens25 Things

Every Tween Needs To Know is a book of positive life tips that will help you stay on the right
track and take positive charge of your life. If a parent or caring adult bought this book for you,

take it as a sign that they care about you enough to give you some information that will help you
make smart decisions now and in the future. The book is a quick read. Each chapter is two
pages. It should take about five minutes or less to read each chapter. But, don’t be fooled by the

brevity of the chapters, because although each chapter can be read rather quickly, it’s in
applying the information that makes all the difference.25 Things Every Tween Needs To Know is

a book written for you to read with your parents. Before you roll your eyes and toss the book
aside, know that by reading this book with your parents, you accomplish three things: you learn
new tools that you can use for the rest of your life, you improve your reading skills and the best
part of it all is you get to hold your parents accountable because they have to read the Power
Points for Parents to support you in applying each strategy.Another reason this book is meant to

be read with your parents is as you enter the pre-teen years it’s important to be able to talk to a
caring adult about some of the tough choices that you will likely be faced with, because as fun

and understanding as your friends are, they do not have the life experience or the foresight to
know what’s best for you. However, your parents and the caring adults in your life do. Happy

reading. 1. Know That Your GradesMatter  Think about the students you know who either:
clown around in class, mouth off to the teacher, are absent a lot or do not complete their work on

time. What do you think are the chances of these students passing all of their classes with a high
grade point average? While anything is possible, how likely are they to get into a good high

school or college and get a good paying job in the future? The bottom line is good grades lead to

more options later on in life.  Your grades matter, so make your education your number one
priority. 

Name one thing that you can do to improve your grades.Power Points for

Parents Create a climate at home in which your pre-teen can develop good study habits. A quiet
organized space where your tween can concentrate free from disruption. Stay in contact with
your pre-teen’s teachers. Often, when kids reach middle school parental involvement declines.

Know what’s going on with your child academically by staying in contact with his
teachers. Attend parent meetings and ask lots of questions. The best way to stay current about
not only your child’s academic progress but issues that may impact your child’s school and
educational options is to stay updated and involved.2. Know That It’s Ok To Just Be Yourself 

Sometimes you may look up to another friend or classmate so much that you might find yourself

talking like them, walking like them and acting like them. The problem with doing this is when you

try to behave like someone else you don’t give yourself a fair chance to develop your own likes,
personality and interests. The best part about being yourself is that no one can be you better

than you can.  While it’s normal to admire someone else, it is not ok to try and copy everything
this person says and does.  Write down three things that you like most about yourself.Power
Points for Parents Every child has the right to be his own person. Help your tween value his

uniqueness. Point out the aspects of his personality that make him strong, unique, smart, lovable

and resilient. Create a climate at home in which your tween feels safe to be her own person,

even if she’s totally different from who you expect her to be. Avoid saying things like…When I
was your age I would never say, do or wear that? Keep in mind that you are not your tween and

she is not you. If your tween says or does something that you disapprove of instead of making

generational comparisons, point out why a specific behavior is unacceptable or inappropriate
and what needs to happen differently moving forward.3. Know That When You Have
Confidence In Yourself You Can Accomplish Virtually AnythingYou Set Your Mind To
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Shantal, “A must read. Also helpful if you are working with this age group for the first time and
would like to walk in equipped with tween insight.”
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